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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THE OBJECT of this paper is to extend the results and methods of [7] to give information con- 
cerning the cobordism theories based upon NJ, Spin, or Spin’ (see [l]). 
Let G denote one of the stable groups U, SO, SU, Spin, or Spin’. If M is a manifold 
of real dimension n whose stable tangent bundle admits a reduction to G, then classification 
defines a map M +BG and composing H”(BG, Q) --, H”(M, Q) with evaluation on the fun- 
damental homology class of M defines a homomorphism rM : H”(BG, Q) --, Q. This then 
gives a homomorphism from the G-cobordism group n: into 
H,(BG, Q) z HoMWG, Q>, Q>. 
The image r@ c H,(BG, Q) is isomorphic to Q$Torsion. 
If G = U or SU, H*(BG, Q) is the rational polynomial algebra on the universal Chern 
classes Ci (i 2 2 for SU) and Hz denotes the integral subring on the Ci in H*(BG, Q). If 
G = SO or Spin, H*(BG, Q) is the rational polynomial algebra on the universal Pontrjagin 
classes hi, and HE denotes the integral subring on the pi. If G = Spin’, then one may 
construct B Spin’ as follows: Let f : BSO x K(Z, 2) + K(Zz, 2) be the map obtained by 
realizing the Z2 cohomology class w2 @ 1 + 1 03 ii, where w2 is the second Stiefel-Whitney 
class and ii is the mod 2 reduction of the fundamental class i2 E H*(K(Z, 2), Z). f induces 
a fibration 
K(Z,, 1) --, B Spin” % BSO x K(Z, 2) 
with total space B Spin’. Then H*(B Spin’, Q) is the rational polynomial algebra on the 
(images under n* of the) universal Pontrjagia classes r(zi and on a class cr = n*(&). Hz 
denotes the integral subring on the classes ci and fii. 
Let H.” c H,,(BG, Q) denote the set of elements CL such that x(a) E Z for all x E H,!$ 
Since Hz is the integral subring of H*(BG, Q) generated by integral cohomology classes, 
&?l; c Hg. By the usual arguments of q-theory, one gets that r@ c H.” are free groups of 
maximal rank in H,(BG, Q). Thus the index of TQ,G in H,f is finite, and 632 may be given 
by congruences among the Chern-Pontrjagin numbers as a subgroup of Hz. 
If G = SO or Spin, write the universal Pontrjagin classes formally such that b;r is the 
i-th elementary symmetric function in variables xi’ (dim Xi = 2) and define classes in 
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H**(BG, Q) (direct product of the cohomology groups) by letting s,(e,J be the s,-symmetric 
function in the variables e”’ + emX’ - 2 and by letting the universal A-class be 
lS(xj/2 sinh(xJ2)). 
If G = U, write the universal Chern classes formally such that ci is the i-th elementary 
symmetric function in variables Xi (dim xj = 2) and define classes in H**(BU, Q) by letting 
s,(e3 be the s,-symmetric function in the variables eXJ - 1 and by letting the universal 
Todd class be T= n(Xj/( 1 -eexJ)). 
If G = Spin’, define classes in H**(BG, Q) by letting s,(e,+) and A^ be induced from 
H **(BSO, Q) and define qo, ,(e) = s,(e+) * eiC1 (j E Z; - 03 < j < co), and define a universal 
Todd class by Y = eclltA^. 
For G = SO or Spin, let B,” be the set of all a E H,(BG, Q) such that [s,(e,)@‘(ol) E Z 
for all w (where [ I” denotes the n-dimensional component). Then 2Bf is the set of u with 
Me&l”(a) E 22. 
For G = U, By is the set of c1 E H,(BU, Q) such that [s,(e=)T]“(M) E Z for all CD. Simi- 
larly, Bzpinc is the set of a E H,,(B Spin”, Q) such that [s(,,jj(e)S]“(a) EZ for all o, j. 
For G = SU, the situation is somewhat different. One has BSU + BU + BSO in- 
ducing homomorphisms 4 : H,(BSU, Q) -+ H,(BU, Q) and $ : H,,(BSU, Q) + H,,(BSO, Q). 
Let Bz” be c#~-‘(By) if n $4 (mod 8) and Bi” = c#~-‘(By) n 1,b-‘(2B~~) if n 3 4 (8). Thus 
a E Bf” if and only if [s,(e,)7’l“( a E Z and for n _= 4 (8), [s,(e,&@(ol) E 22. ) 
As was noted in [7], s,(e,J is the Pontrjagin character of a stable vector bundle, and 
s,(e,) is the Chern character of a stable complex vector bundle. Further, for a Spin” mani- 
fold M, the integral class c,(M) gives a map M 3 K(Z, 2) = CP(co), inducing on M a 
complex line bundle l whose first Chern class is c,(M). The Chern character of the j-th 
tensor power of c is then eic’. Hence by multiplicativity of Chern characters, s(,,j)(e) is 
the Chern character of an element of K(M). 
For G = U, Spin, or Spin”, the integrality conditions of the Riemann-Roth theorems 
see [2]) give that rsZg c B,C and further rS2!!& c 2B$$!,. Since an SU manifold is both a 
U manifold and a Spin manifold, zRz” c Bz’. 
The object of this paper is to prove: 
THEOREM 1. (a) ~0:” = Bi”, 
(b) ~f2~~*“~ = BS*pinc, and 
(9 &? pkpk:nq = 2BykF4 and zC@‘” = Bg” for all k. 
Actually one gets additional information. For SU, one has that any complex manifold 
all of whose Chern numbers divisible by cr are zero, and satisfying the integrality conditions 
of the Spin Riemann-Roth theorem if the dimension is congruent o 4 mod 8, is Ucobordant 
to an SU manifold. The multiplicative structure of r&2, ‘” has been determined by Wall [8] 
and Novikov [6], and examples of manifolds given here would also suffice to show that 
z@” @ Z[+] is a polynomial algebra. 
For Spin’, one has that all relations among Chern-Pontrjagin numbers are given by 
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the Riemann-Roth theorem. Further K$ + R$pi”c/Torsion is an epimorphism. zfJ~Pine @ Zp 
is a polynomial algebra (p a prime) if and only if p = 2. The multiplicative structure of 
7Q~inc @Z[+] may be described as being a free module over a polynomial algebra 
Z[t][Xqi] on classes #zj’ with multiplication being given by formulae uzi l uzj = 
i+j 
( 1 i 
u2(i+ j) + c po,i,jx40 * U2ky the sum being for o E n(m), m > 0, 4m i- 2k = 2(i + j), 
and B,.i,j o ZHI. 
For Spin, the Riemann-Roth theorem gives all relations among Pontrjagin numbers. 
Further ai” + .Fi” /Torsion is an epimorphism in dimensions 8k + 4 and has cokernel a 
direct sum of copies of Z2 in dimensions 8k. For multiplicative structure, Bipi” is an integral 
polynomial ring on classes Xqi and z@~~” isthe subring consisting of all classes of dimension 
divisible by 8 and twice the classes of dimension not divisible by 8. 
The proof will proceed as follows: In $2, the cases of Spin and SU cobordism will be 
considered, and these cases will be reduced to the existence of certain manifolds. In $3, the 
Spin’ case will be similarly treated. Finally, in $4, examples of manifolds will be given to 
complete the proofs. 
The author is indebted to Professor C. T. C. Wall for numerous discussions concerning 
this material and to the National Science Foundation for financial support during this work. 
$2. SPIN AND SU COBORDISM 
Let x E B$ Then for any partition o = (i r, . . . , i,> one has the value [s,(e,)TJ(x) EZ, 
and one may define p(x) oZ[cri 1 i >= 11, a polynomial with integral coefficients in variables 
q, by p(x) = c [s,(e,)ZJ(x) - tl-, where U, = C(il .. . ai,. In [7], it was shown that p defines a 
ring homomorphism p : Bg + Z[Ori]. SimilarIy x + 1 [s,(e&&x) * a: defines a ring 
homomorphism p’ : B:’ = Byi” + Z[oc;]. 
Reduction mod p (p any prime) causes consideration of elements P E Z,[yiJ and one 
says P has largest monomial y. = yi, . . . yi, (w = (iI, . . . , ir)) if the coefficient of y,,, in P 
is non-zero and if for any yo, = Yj, . . . Yj,, w’ # o, having non-zero coefficient in P, either: 
(a) j, + . . . + j,<i,+ . . . +i,,or 
(b) jr + . . . + j, = il + . . . + i, and s > r. 
Not all elements of Z,[r,] have a largest monomial. If P, Q have largest monomials y,, yo,, 
then P - Q has largest monomial yo.o, ((iI, . . . , i,) * (ji, . . . , j,) = (iI, . . . , i,, j,, . . . , j,)), and 
if Pj E Z,[yJ have distinct largest monomials, then the Pj are linearly independent. 
Now consider the situation of SW cobordism. Since H*(BU, Q) + H*(BSlJ, Q) is 
epic, the dual map is manic. Thus one may consider the sets 7@+f, ~a”,“, Bz, Bzv, and 
H,(BSU, Q) all as subsets of H*(BU, Q). It was shown in,[7] that one has Bi = 7Qt and 
hence one has inclusions 
7lF *- *- BSU * = 7l-g 
I ‘i” 
H,@=J, Q> - H*W, Q>. 
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Following Conner and Floyd [3], consider the sets nisu (and a:‘“) to be the set of 
complex cobordism classes of manifolds for which every Chern number divisible by ci 
(respectively c:) is zero. Since H,(BSU, Q) c H,(BU, Q) is the set of homology classes for 
which every number divisible by cl is zero, and r# is the set of homology classes represent- 
able by cobordism classes of manifolds, one has: 
PROPOSITION 1. &I$” = H,(BSU, Q) n Bz. 
By [5], L$ is torsion free and hence one may identify ai, LIZ”“, and 0:‘” with their 
images under r. 
By Conner and Floyd [3,4] one has that the sequence 
o~~~y_~~n~y-tn~~~~~~~_l-,~n~j”_,_,o 
is exact and that !A:” is torsion free in dimensions other than those of the form 8k + 1 or 
8k + 2 with f&$‘+i and the torsion subgroup of @i+, both being a direct sum of In(k)] 
copies of Z,, where lx(k)] is the number of partitions of the integer k. 
The kernel of the composite map 
LIty 4 @y-z ---) @y_ JTorsion g rRSU 21 2 
is precisely @y” (i3 being given by dualizing cr), and #y + a!;” has image r@y. Thus 
if 2j - 2 f 2 (8), r@y = a;:“. If 2j - 2 E 2 (8), then 2j - 1 E 3 (8) so @y_ i = 0 and the 
map #y + @y_, is epic, so that G:~“/r@~ E kernel@;_ 2 + @‘_ 2/Torsion). Since 
2j - 2 G 2 (8) is 2j G 4 (8), one has immediately: 
PROPOSITION 2. Zfn $4 (8), dz” = Bi” = zR, TSU, Zf n = 8k + 4, rnf” c Bf” c zR,7S” 
and G,Tsu/G~v is a direct sum of In(k)1 copies of Z,. 
(For the proof of Proposition 2 given above, the author is indebted to Professor C. T. C. 
Wall). 
Since it was asserted in $1 that rG!z’ = Bf”, one then expects to consider the relations 
given in dimension 8k + 4 by the Spin Riemann-Roth theorem, so consider the relation 
between complex cobordism and oriented cobordism. 
Under the mapping BU + BSO, inducing H,(BU, Q) + H,(BSO, Q), it was previously 
noted that tnf” maps into ~0~~‘” c BiPi” (identifying H,(BSpin, Q) with H,(BSO, Q)). 
It will be shown later in this section that one has: 
PROPOSITION 3. The homomorphism H,(BU, Q) + H,(BSO, Q) maps nc”” into 
@itI = Bso. 
ze:o, 
i.e., if A4 is a complex mantfold with aN Chern numbers divisible by c1 equal to 
then*fir all o, [s,(e,JA][M] E Z. 
In $4, it will be shown that: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let p be an odd prime. There exist SU manifolds M/’ E nil, i 2 2, such 
that pr(~(M/‘)), the modp reduction of p(z(Mf)), has largest monomial 
(1) czi if i # p”, p” - 1 for any s, 
(2) a$- 1 if i = p' for some s, and 
(3) a$-l_1 if i = ps - 1 for some s. 
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Further tfi is even, p;(z(M,P)), the corresponding mod p reduction, has largest monomial 
(1) 4/z if i # ps - 1 for any s, or 
(2) (a~P-~_l~,a)p if i = ps - 1 for some s. 
and also: 
PROPOSITION 5. There exist oriented manifolds Mt with TM,? E Bzfi” such that p;(z(M:)) 
has largest monomial 
(1) ai if i # 2” for any s, 
(2) (a;.-,)’ if i = 2” for some s > 0, and 
(3) 1 ifi= 1. 
Further, for any sequence (iI, . . . , i,), 2z(Mi x . . . x Mt) is the image of an SW mantfold and 
TM: and 7(Mf x Mf) (for all i) are the images of complex mantfolds for which all Chern 
numbers divisible by c1 are zero. 
For the SU manifolds of Proposition 4, one has then that for o = (iI, . . . , i,) E z(n), 
(w having no 1 ‘s) the manifolds Mi = MP, x . . . x M[ give distinct largest monomials for 
p,(z(M3). Precisely as in [7], this gives the result of Novikov [6]: 
PROPOSITION 6. (@“/Torsion) @ Z[$] is a polynomial algebra over Z[+] on classes 
Xzi, i 2 2. 
Similarly, one has distinct largest monomials for pi(z(M&)), p odd, and for p;(t(M$) 
for w, Iz E n(k) and as in [7]: 
PROPOSITION 7. ppi” = Bt” is the integral polynomial ring on classes xqi, i 2 1. 
Let V, c BiPin denote the image of 7i2~” in BfPin. The existence of the manifolds M/‘, 
p odd, shows that the index of V,, in ei” is a power of 2. Let W, c Btpi” denote the integral 
subring generated by the classes 7(Mf). Proposition 5 gives that the index of W, in 
BSpin is odd, and the condition that 27(&f:) is the image of an SU manifold gives that 
2; c V Then for x E epin, there is an odd integer k with kx E W,, so 2kx E 2 W, c V,. 
Sir-tie V, Has index a power of 2 in Bzpin and k(2x) E V,, k odd, one must have 2x E V,. 
Thus V, c 2Bp’“. Since V,, c 7RfPi” and 7@$f4 c 2BSgPky4, this gives 
PROPOSITION 8. 7asPi” 8k+4 = 2Bzi+n4 and the homomorphism Q$‘+, + asBpki+“4/Torsion is 
epic. Further the cokernel of @y + !Aii”/Torsion is a direct sum of copies of Z,, and Bxn/ 
T@$~” is at most a direct sum of copies of Z,. 
In order to complete the Spin case, it suffices to show that ~$23” = BSSpki”. Thus one 
needs to show that 
For this purpose, one may make use of results of Anderson, Brown, and Peterson [9] 
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on Spin cobordism. Specifically, let J = (j 1, . . . ,j,) be a sequence of integers withji > 1 and 
r 2 0. Let #J = #ij, . . . ~j, E H4”‘J’(B Spin, Z) where n(J) = c ji. 
They define elements [MJ] E@$, of infinite order, for which those elements with n(J) 
even are detected by the Pontrjagin numbers {pJ} modulo 2, classes [N&E $II~$,_~ for n(J) 
odd and classes [Mi] E .yi” which have order 2. Also one has r E 07’” = Z a generator, 
0 E SzS,ptn = Z + Z for which the A^ genus has value 1, and u E aspin = Z, the non-zero 
class. 
Their result (Corollary 1.10) is: 
LEMMA. A basis fir KIipin 0 Z, is given by: 
(1) [MJ] x or x a’@ t 2 0, i = 0, 1, 2, andn(J) even, 
(2) [MJ] x r x o’for I 1 0, n(J) ecen, 
(3) W,,l for n(J) odd, 
(4) [MJ] x w’for t 1 0, n(J) odd, 
(5) (([MJ] x r)/4) x o’ x IX~ for t 2 0, i = 0, I, 2, undn(J) odd, and 
(6) [Mile 
Now, all elements with a’s, [iV,]‘s or [Mi]‘s come from torsion elements. Thus 
fiS,‘“/Torsion @I Z, has a base in dimensions 8/c + 4 given by: 
(a) [MJ] x r x o’ for t >= 0, n(J) even, 
(b) [&I x w’ for t 2 0, n(J) odd, 
and in dimensions 8k by: 
(c) [MJ] x & for t 2 0, n(J) even, and 
(d) (([MJ] x 2)/4) x o’ for t 2 0, n(J) odd. 
Next note that r = 2x4 and that o = xi in Bgi”. Comparing classes of type (d) or 
type (c) with 1 > 0 against those of types (a) and (b), one has that K@“/Torsion @ Z, 
contains the classes (U * 2x4)/4 with u E Rg!!“,/Torsion and also contains classes [MJ], 
n(J) = 2k, detected by Pontrjagin numbers module 2. 
Thus $(SI@” @ Z,) contains all x4 - x4d = (2x4 * 2x4,)/4 since {2x,,} form a base of 
RgJ!,/Torsion. Since all Pontrjagin numbers of x4 are even, these have all mod 2 Pontrjagin 
numbers zero. 
By the results of [7], Bzpi” is contained in the set H~pin (Hip’” = {x E H,(B Spin, Q) I 
PO(x) E Z for all 0)). Thus the classes [M,], n(J) = 2k, must determine linearly independent 
elements of Bz” @I Z, in order to be detected by mod 2 Pontrjagin numbers. Thus the 
$[MJ] with n(J) = 2k span a subspace of BSBp,i” @ Z, of dimension equal to the number of 
J with n(J) = 2k, and this subspace is complementary to the space of all x4 - x,. 
This exhausts the dimension of Biv” @ Zz, so II/ is epic, which completes the proof. 
This completes the proof of the assertions for Spin. To finish St/, one has for IZ = 
8k + 4, by Proposition 3, that H,,(BU, Q) + H,,(BSO, Q) induces nTs” -+ B?“’ and rev + 
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2BfPi”, giving rp : f2~SU/d2~” --f B~Pin/2B~in, both groups being Z, vector spaces of ranks 
In(k)] and ]77(2k + l)] respectively. By Proposition 5, B~‘“/2B~‘” is the Z, polynomial 
algebra on the images yi of r(M~) and y,, y’ (for all i) are the images of elements of nz’“. 
If 0 = (il ) . . . , i,) E n(k), y, * y,‘, * . . . * yf, is then in the image of RIS”, and as o ranges 
through n(k), these elements are linearly independent in B~$$‘,/2B~E’:,. Thus cp is manic, 
and T@:+, c fili& is precisely the inverse image of 2Bz$‘,. This proves: 
PROPOSITION 9. rRfU = Bt” for all integers n. 
Since this completes the assertions made for SU, the remainder of this section will be 
devoted to proving Proposition 3. 
Let it4 be an almost complex manifold such that every Chern number of M divisible 
by ci is zero. All components of s,(e,+)A are polynomials in the Chern classes of M, so 
= s,(eh)ec1~2A[M]. 
SPIT+ COBORDISM 
Let M be a manifold possessing a Spin’ structure (sometimes called a q-manifold), 
i.e., an oriented manifold together with a class c,(M) E H’(M, Z) whose mod 2 reduction is 
the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 of M. As was noted in 01, this gives a complex line 
bundle on M whose first Chern class is c,(M). 
It is clear that the disjoint union of two Spin’ manifolds of the same dimension is again 
a Spin’ manifold. If (M, cl) and (N, c;) are Spin’ manifolds, then (it4 x N, c1 @I 1 + 1 @ c;) 
is a SpinC manifold, the line bundle on M x N being the tensor product of the line bundles 
induced from M and N. This product defines the ring structure for @pi”c. 
This ring structure is induced from the H-space structure of B Spin’. The diagonal 
map in H*(BSpin”, Q) is given by A(+i) = j+F=i fij @ +k and A(q) = ~1 8 1 + 1 @ q. Ex- 
tending this to H**(B Spin’, Q), 
Ah&+)) = c %&J @ s,&J, A(A) = A 8 A^ and A(e”“) = e”” @ eucr (u E Q). LO’.O,,‘(U 
Let H = Z[aJ 8 U, where tli is a variable, i 2_ 1, a0 = 1, and U, is a free group on 
classes u,, n E Z, - CO < n < co. Define a sum and product in H by 
(C Pi(a) . ui) t (C 4j(a) . uj) = 1 MC0 -f- qk(a)) ’ uk- 
For any x E Byin’, let O(x) = 1 (s,(edej” Y)[x] * a, * Uj E H. Using the multiplication in 
H&B Spine, Q) induced by the H-space structure, the diagonal formulae show that BiPinc is 
a subring of H,(B Spin’, Q) and 0: BS*pine -+H is a ring homomorphism. 
If M is an almost complex manifold, then the first Chern class of M reduces mod 2 
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to w2, and so M has a Spin’ structure. This defines a ring homomorphism ni + @pint + 
r@Hn’ C @inc. 
In particular, if A4 is an SU manifold, 
Cs,(e&+~lC~l = ~,(eJ4I~I, 
since c,(M) = 0, and hence O(r(M)) =p’(r(M)) * 2 ui. 
-CO 
Let 8,: BSpinC + Zz[ai] be the composition of 0 and the homomorphism H + Z,[a,] 
which sends uj into 0 ifj # 0, 1 ifj = 0, and which reduces modulo 2. 
PROPOSITION 10. fi,(~(CP(i))) has lurgest monomial 
(1) tli/z if i is 
1 ifi=l. 
Proof: If i 2j, one needs only that 
s((j),0)~‘ccp(2~)l = S~jJe&TCCPCWl, 
= ~,WCCfWl~ 
=2j+ 1, 
f 0 (mod 2). 
For CP(I), the total Pontrjagin class is 1, so s,(e,J is 0 if o # (0) and 1 if o = (0), and 
_ 
A = 1. Then St(o),j) zqCP(l)] = eic1+“‘2)c1[CP(1)] = 2j + 1, which completes the proof. 
Thus for o E x(2k) a partition of 2k into integers 2 and 4i, i.e., o = (2, . . . ,2,4i,, . . . ,4i,) 
with j 2’s, the manifold M, = CP(I)’ x CP(2i,) x . . . x CP(2iJ gives the largest monomial 
of ti2(r(M,)) to be ai, . . . ai,. (The difference between 4(i, + . . . + i,) and 2k giving the 
number of 2’s in w.) 
Since the 82(r(M,)) for such o E z(2k) are linearly independent, one then has: 
PROPOSITION 11. (@,!““‘) 8 Z, is a polynomial algebra over Z, on classes yi, i = 2 
or 4k. 
In addition, the image of Qy in BfPinc has odd index. 
Now let p be an odd prime. Define 0,: Bzpinc + H Q Z, to be the mod p reduction 
of 0. 
For any integer k and any CIJ E n(2k) a partition of 2k into integers 2 and 4i, w = 
(2, . . . , 2, 4i,, . . . , 4i,) with j 2’s, write j = 2, + I,p + . . . + I,p”, 0 5 Ai < p, and define 
Nf: = CP(1)“” x .a. x CP(p’)‘= x M&, x ..a x M;iF, 
whereM& denote the SU manifolds whose existence was asserted in Proposition 4. 
PROPOSITION 12. The elements O,(zNi) E H @ Z,,, for o E rr(2k) partitions of 2k into 
2’s and 4i’s, are linearly independent. 
Proof. Suppose one has c n,G’,(rNi) = 0, n, E Z,,, with some n, # 0 (o E rc(2k) of the 
given form). Write each w = (213,463, where Zj has j 1’s. Then among all w with n, # 0, 
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let m denote the largest value ofj in any Zj, (i.e., n, # 0 for some w = (2Z,,,, 46) and for any 
W’ = (2Zj, 46’) with n,, # 0, j 5 m). 
Define cp : H @ 2, --) Z,[ai] by cp(uI) = 
0 
7 . (-I)“-’ if 0 6 
c;[~g] = ( 110 + *** + &PS PO 1 c:“(cP(ly) . * * ( 1 y: c:““(cP(ps)“), s 
and 
c:qcP(p’)‘) = p! - (cf(CP(p’)))” = p!(p’ + l)@, 
so cT[V;] f 0 modulo p. 
Hence c c n( 2i,.4,,s,,(e~>aCM2p,lc(,, = C nt,,m,,,,p~(d4&J is zero. As was noted in 
rs 0’ 
the SU case, the polynomials pi(rM&) for 6 E x((2k - 2m)/4) are linearly independent, 
hence all n(zr,,4a) are zero, contradicting the choice of m. 
This shows that the index of the image of Q& in Bgine is not divisible by p for any odd 
prime p, or: 
PROPOSITION 13. rST$pi”c =Bipinc and the homomorphism fig --t R$pi”c/Torsion is epic. 
For p an odd prime, the generator of &ipinc @ 2, is the image of U’(l), with 
O,(rCP(l)) = C (2i + l)Ui, SO O,(ZCP(I)~) = @,(rCP(l)). A n indecomposable generator of 
rR%FzI,, @ Z, is the image of M,“_ 1 for which p;(zM,P_ 1) = t f 0 (modp) so O,(zM;_ 1) = 
t c Ui and letting u * t = 1 (modp), B,(r(uM,P_ i x U’(I))) = O,(rCP(l)). Then r(~iV,P_r) -
~(Cp(l))~-~ and r(CP(I)) are non-zero in rR~pi”c @ Z,, but their product is zero. Thus by 
Proposition 11: 
PROPOSITION 14. z@?“~ @ Z,, p a prime, is a polynomial algebra over Z, if and only if 
p = 2. 
Since for each prime p (odd) and each integer m, c;l( Vg) f 0 (p), there exist mani- 
folds V, E Q;tnc, with cy(V,) being a power of 2, hence classes ZQ,,, E r@$“’ 8 Z[$] with 
cl;(u,,) = 1. By the S&Spin results, rsl~i” @ Z[+] is a polynomial algebra on classes x4, 
(xqi being the cobordism class of an SU manifold). Then rR~pi”c @ Z[+] is a free module 
over &Fin @I Z[&] on the classes ulrn, and 
U2f ’ u2j = Pi,j”2(i+j) + c Po,i.jx40, ’ U2ks 
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4101 + 2 k = 2(i +j), 1~1 > 0, Pi,j, Bw,i,j EZ[+], by the module structure. Also /3i,j = 
This describes tR~pi”C 0 Z[+] and completes the assertions concerning the Spin’ case. 
$4. EXAMPLES OF MANIFOLDS 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Propositions 4 and 5. 
If M is any almost complex manifold, the first Chern class of M is represented by a 
map M + K(Z, 2) = CP(oo). By compactness of M, this map may be deformed into CP(n) 
for some n, and then be deformed to be transverse regular on CP(n - 1). The inverse image, 
N, of CP(n - 1) is then a submanifold of codimension 2 in M. N is dual to c,(M) and is 
easily seen to be an SU manifold. The manifold N will be denoted 8A4 (8M is actually 
determined only within SU cobordism class, and represents a “generic” manifold of that 
class). 
One verifies easily that a(M u M’) = dM u 8M’ and that if M is an SU manifold, N an 
almost complex manifold, then a(M x N) = M x 3N (using the map M x N -+ N + 0(n)). 
If o=(il, . . . . r, i ) denote by U(o) the manifold CP(i,) x . . . x CP(i,). Manifolds 
constructed will all be of the form 8(CP(o)). 
PROPOSITION 15. Zf o = (iI, . . ..i.)E7c(n+1),witheitherr~30rr=2undiI,i~>1, 
then 
s”(c)[qcP(o))] = -c;“[cP(w)] 
I 
ii + . . . + 
=- 
n( 
ij ) (ij + 1):. j=l 1 j
Proof. The total Chern class of XP(o) is fi (1 + x~)~J+‘/(~ + q) and KP(o) is dual 
j=l 
to cl in CP(o), where Xj is the usual generator in H2(CP(ij), Z). Thus s,(c)[JCP(w)] = 
( 
jilCij + 1)X; - fi] - q[CP(w)] and by assumptions on w, n = i, + . . , + i, - 1 > ij for allj, 
so 4 = 0. Thus s,(c)[XP(w)] = -cl ““[CP(O)] which is -ijiI(ij + l),~j)“‘[CP(w)]. 
Expanding this by the binomial formula, the coefficient of xy . . . x> is the value given in the 
proposition. 
Now consider: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let p be an odd prime. There exist SU manifolds AIf E @, i 2 2, such 
that: 
(a) p,(r(Mf)) has largest monomial 
(1) cli if i # p’, p’ - 1 for any S, 
(2) c$ - I if i = p’for some s, and 
(3) a~.-I_1 if i = ps- 1 for some s; and 
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(b) if i is even pb(z(Mr)) has Zurgest monomial 
(1) akz if i # pS - 1 for any s, or 
(2) (a& 1 _ 1,,2)p if i = pS - 1 for some s. 
It was shown in [7] that any aImost complex manifold M4” for which p,(r(M)) has 
largest nominial as given in (a) will have the largest monomial of p;(r(M)) as given in (b). 
Thus it sufikes to prove (a). 
First consider (a)(l): One has si(e,)TIXP(o)] = s,(c)[XP(o)] for w E n(i + l), so it 
suffices to find an o E n(i + I) for which s,(c)[K’P( w is non-zero module p. One choice )] 
of such o is: 
(a) i,i+lfO(p): w=(l,l,i-1), 
(b)i+l=p’(pu+u),r>O,O<v<p,i#p’-1: 
(1) u>o: 0 = (p?, pr+q, 
(2) u=O: w=(p’,p’(u-l));and 
(c) i=pr(pu+u),r>O,O<u<p,i#pS: 
(1) u>o: 0 = (1, p’v, p’+%), 
(2) u=o: w = (1, pr, p’(u -1)). 
For the case (a)(2): i = p” and let Mf = a(CP(l) x CP(ps-l) x . . . x CP(ps-‘)) with 
p copies of CP(p”-‘). The total Chem class of M/’ is (1 + x)’ fi (1 + ~$~-l+‘/(l + 2x + 
j=l 
1 (pSml + l>xj) and M/’ is dual to cl = 2~ + ~(ps-’ + l)Xj* One has 
s&)PWl = -(p”+ l)2(pP’1)(PI-$- 1)) . . . (;:J,,-1 + 1)P E 0 
modulo p. For any other w E x(ps), s,(c) is an integral sum of terms x’xy . . . x)cj, and the 
terms for any permutation of xl, . . . , xp also occur, giving the same value on [Mf]. The 
number of terms with the same value is then divisible by p, except for terms x’$ . . . xi,{. 
Terms x’d . . . xici with k = 0 are xc;“-’ and c:T’ (since x2 = 0) and the values on EM/‘] are 
those of xcr and CT’ ’ on CP( 1) x . . . x CP(p”-‘), both being congruent o zero modulo p 
(as in the computation of sp.). Then s,(c), w = (il, . . . , i,) in a(fl, has a term x2$ . . . x:ci 
with k > 0 only if r 2 p, and if r = p, only terms with t = j = 0 could occur. Thus 
s,(c) [Mp1 f 0 mod p implies r > p or w = (p”-‘, . . . , p’-l), and 
S(~-l,...,p,-I,(C)[MP] = (p”_’ + l)Pxr”-’ *.. xi”-‘c,[CP(l) x . . . x CP(p”_‘)I, 
z 2(pS_’ + l)P, 
fO(modp). 
Since s,(e=)T has s,(c) as least term, s,(e,)T[Mf] = s,(c)[M/‘] for w E rr(ps), giving the re- 
quired largest monomial. 
For the case (a)(3): i = p” - 1 and let M = A4/ = d(CP(p’-‘) x . . . x CP(pp-‘)) with 
p copies of CPW-‘). Mhas total Chem class fi (1 + x~)~-‘+~/(I + 1 (p”-’ + I)xj) and is 
i=l 
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dual to (ps-’ +1)x xi. In [7], the manifold H c CP(p”-‘) x . . . x CP(p’-I), s 2 2, dual 
to 1 Xj was considered, H having total Chern classjfil(l + ~~)“‘-‘+~/(l + C xj). Thus 
for s 12, c,(M) = c,(H) + psvlv,, where v, is symmetric in the X’S, i.e., p, = 
u c xps-’ . . . xjp’-‘-’ . . . XT-~, so multiplying by (ps-’ + 1) 1 xi and evaluating on 
the product of CP’s gives c&U] = (p”-’ + I)c,[H]modp’. For p E z(k), k 2 ps -p +l, 
s,(e,)T[M] = 1 (u,/b,)c,[M], u,, b, EZ and b, qi 0 mod p’, so s,(eJf’[M] = (p”-’ + 
l)s,(e,)T[H]mod p. Thus M has the same largest monomial as does H, which is as 
given in the proposition. For s = 1, c,[M] = 0 modp by the same argument of symmetry 
in x’s, so s,(e,)T[M] = c (a,/b,)c,[M] E 0 mod p if p E n(k), k > 0 (since then b, + O(p)). 
Thus one needs only that T[M] f 0 mod p. However, 
T[M] = fi (xi/(1 - e-“J))*(l - e-’ EXj), 
j=l 
= 1 - (-l)P, 
= 2, 
fO(mod P). 
The situation for the prime 2, as might reasonably be expected is more difficult. Two 
results will be used to handle this situation. They are: 
PROPOSITION 16. s,(e,J&YCP(o’)] E 0 mod 2 for all o and 0’. 
and 
PROPOSITION 17. If co’ = (1, o), then 
PZWCPW))) = P,(r(~CP(~))). 
For any integer i 2 2, define a manifold Ni E rZ:v by writing i + 1 = 2P1 + . . . + 2pr, 
0 sp1 < . . . < pr, and then: 
(1) If r 2 3 or r = 2 and pl > 0, let w = (2p’, . . . , 29, 
(2) If r = 2 and pl = 0, let o = (1, 2p2-1, 2p2-1), and 
(3) Ifr=1,thenp,~2((i~2)andleto=(2P1-1,2P1-1), 
and let Ni = BCP(O). 
For k 2 2, o(2k) = (1, o(2k - 1)) and by Proposition 17, p,(z(N,,)) = p,(r(N,,_ &). 
One has by direct computation that p(r(CP(1))) = 1 + 2cr, so that p2(r(Nzk - CP(l) x 
NZk-l)) = 0. By the result of [7] that Bi = r@ there exists a complex manifold M: E & 
with zMi = &r(N,, - CP(1) x NZk-l). Since the dimensions of CP(1) and N2k-1 are not 
divisible by 4, these manifolds contribute nothing in ~a:‘. By Proposition 16, 7(1V,3 E 
2@’ and so TM: E Biv’. 
For k = 1, one may define M: by the same relations, taking zNl = 0. For genuine defi- 
nition, onenotesthat Nz = iY(CP(1)3). Direct computation gives c2[N2] = -+sz(c)[Nz] = 24 
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and c~[iVJ = 0. Then rNZ = 18~CP(l)~ - 16&P(2), and one may take rM: = !JzCP(~)~ - 
8rCP(2) = f7(N2). Further, fir[N,] = s,(P;)[N,] = s,(c)[N,] = -48, and A[N21 = -#r/ 
24[N,] =2. Thus p’(r(M:)) = 1 - 24tx;. Also p(rM:) = 1 - K!a, + 12a: - 24c(,. 
This defines all the manifolds Mf in: 
PROPOSITION 5. There exist oriented manifolds M,? with tMza E Bzi” such that p;(z(Mf)) 
has largest monomial 
(1) a; if i # 2” for any s, 
(2) (a;.- 1)’ zf i = 2” for some s > 0, and 
(3) 1 ifi=l. 
Further, for any sequence (it, . . . , ir), 2z(M,” x . . . x M$ is the image of an SU manzfold and 
zM: and z(Mf x Mf) Vor all i) are the images of complex manifolds for which all Chern 
numbers divisible by c1 are zero. 
It has already been shown that TM,? E Bzyi”, that p;(z(M:)) = 1 and that zM: is the 
image of a complex manifold for which all Chern numbers divisible by ci are zero. 
Now p(rN,,) = p(rN,,_,) + 2u so p(r(N,, x NZk)) =~(z(N~~._~ x N,,_,))mod 4 and 
p(zM:) = 1 mod 4, so 
P(~(N,~ x Nzk - M: x N2k-1 x NZk_i)) - 0 mod 4. 
Thus there is a complex manifold V with r(V) = @(ZVZk x NZk - Mf x N2k-l x N2k_l), 
and all Chern numbers of V divisible by c1 are zero. As an oriented manifold r(V) = 
&r(NZk x NZk) = r(M&V~) since r(NZk_i) = 0. Thus z(Mz x M;) is the image of a complex 
manifold with all Chern numbers divisible by cr = 0. 
If (iI, . . . , ir) is any sequence, 
a(CP(1) X M:, X ... X Mu) = ~ a{Nzz, X ... X N*i, x CP(l) + terms 
U(1) x I-INzi x I-IN,,_,}, 
= 1 Nzi, x . . . 2’- 1 x Nzi, + terms divisible by some Nzj_r. 
Since as oriented manifolds, the terms with z(N,~_& are zero, 
r(d(CP(1) x M:, x . . . 2 
1 
X Mi,))= 7 ~(Nzz, X ... 
2 
x N,J = 27(M;, x . . . x M;). 
Thus 27(M; x . . . x Mi) is the image of an SU manifold. 
I? i # 2” for any s, 
si(e@CWl = si(fi)C”f19 
= fS&Ik)CN2tl, 
= +s2i(c)CN2rl* 
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N0w2i+1=1+2~‘+ . . . + 2pr with 0 < p1 . . . < pr and since i # 2”, r 2 2. Thus N,, = 
XP(o) where o = (1, 2p1, .. . , 29. By Proposition 15, 
sZi(c)[Nzi] = -(2i + 1) . 2 . fi 
j=l 
2p’ +ipi+ 2p’)(2pJ + l)zp’ 
and SO Si(e&A[Mf] f 0 mod 2. 
If i = 2”, s > 0, N,i = 3(CP(I) x CP(2”) x CP(2”)). The total Pontrjagin class of N,, is 
(1 + x:)z’+‘(l + .:)Z’+l 
which modulo 4 is 
1 + [2x + (2” + 1)(x, + xJJ* 
(1 + x:)*‘+‘(l + xf)‘“” 
1 + (2s + 1)*(x1 + x2)* 
and N,, is dual to 2x + (2” + 1)(x1 + x2). Evaluating on the fundamental class of CP(o), 
one must have a factor x in order to have a non-zero number, but x occurs only in the dual 
class (working mod 4) and there has coefficient 2. 
In particular, 
%(p)CN2il = 2x{(2s + l)( XT’ + XZ’) - (2s + 1)2’(xr + x*)*‘}[cP(o)], 
25+1 
= -2(2” + l)*’ 2” 
( 1 
= O(mod 4). 
If j >k, j + k = 2”, then writing z for the tangent bundle of N21 and v for its normal 
bundle in U(o), 
s(j,k)(z 8 v> = S(j,k)(T) + sj(T) ’ sk(v) + sk(z) * sj(v) 
since s~~,~)(v) = 0 because v is a real 2-plane bundle. Now 
S~j,k)(Z 0 V)[N*i] = 2X 
t 
(2" + 1)2(X:'X~k + x:"X:') + 
( 1 
": ' (X:'+' + X:'+'))[CP(w)l 
but x*~ = xZk = 0 and x?‘+’ = 0, so this term contributes zero. Also 
sj(T)sk(v)[L2i] = 2X{(;" + 1)(X? + Xs') - (2" + I)*'(x~ + X2)*'}(Xi + x~)*"[CP(W)], 
with the term 2x(2” + l)*j(xl + ~~)*(j+~) having value 2(2” + l)*j s 0 (4). Thus 
Sj(T)Sk(V)[Nzi] E 2X(2" + 1)(x:' + Xi')(X, + X2)2k[CP(Ol)], 
= 2X(2” + l)(x:’ + x:‘)( . . . + (3x:=x:*-*j + (3x:=-*~x:* + . ..)CCP(oll 
which has two terms of equal value, hence is zero mod 4. Thus 
s(j,k)(Z)[N211 = 0 (mod 4) 
ifj >k. 
Similarly, 
sc2.-1,2s-4~)CN2J = s(P-I,~~-I)(~. CB v)CNzil - ~21-1(~)~28-1(v)CN211. 
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Exactly as for Sj(Z)Sk(V), one has the second term congruent o zero mod 4. Thus 
scz~-1,25-1,(e~)ACN,iI s s(Z~-‘,2J-~)(z 0 v>CNZ*19 
= 2x (2” + l)“x:“x;” + 
( 
2” + 1 
( ) 
2 ($‘I + X2 ‘“‘))ccP(o)l, 
E 2(2” + 1)2, 
= 2 mod 4. 
Dividing by 2 for Mf, one then has that p;(zMf) has largest monomial (c&-~)~. 
Proof of Proposition 16. Let N = a(CP(o)) where o = (iI, . . . , i,). The total Chern class 
of N is then fi (1 + xj)““/(l + C (ii + l)xj) with N dual to C (ii + l)xj. Since N is an 
SU manifold, its Todd class is the same as its A^ class. Thus for any o’, s,,(e&A[N] is an 
integral linear combination of terms 
Z = ($1 + e-XL - 2)k1 ... (e+ + e-+ - 2)kr(ec1 + emC’ - 2)k 
where ~1 = c~(CP(O)) = C (ij + 1)~~. 
Now 
(ecl + e-“ - 2)k(l - eWCL) = [(e’l - I)(1 - e-“)lk(l - e-‘I), 
= ekcql _ e-cl)2k+l, 
Let 
i.+l 
J, = e”“(eXl + e-Xl - 2)“’ ... (exr + e-x- _ CCJw)l f 
where u, = 1 - eezs. 
Then JU is zero unless each integral has a pole at zero, i.e., i, + 1 - 2k, > 0. Thus if 
2k, > is for any s, Z = 0, so suppose is 2 2k, for all s. 
If U 2 0, 
1 
2% 
dvs . f ( u(i,+l)+k,+j 
v~+1-2k. j=. 
)v; = (44 + ‘)+_%; 4 + 2k) j 
8 - s 
is the value of the integral, since u(i, + 1) + k, + I 2 1, 
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If u < 0, u(i, + 1) + k, + 1 5 (- l)(i, + 1) + k, + 1 = k, - is 5 0, and the value of the 
integral is 
1 do, 
% 
m,(l - VJ- Cu(L+l)+k.+ll = 
V,. ( 
-[u(is + 1) + k, + 11 
i, - 2k, 
~+-~ks 
Thus 
but (k - n)(i, + 1) + is - k, = (k + 1 - n)(i, + 1) - k, - 1 and so the terms are paired, 
taking the same value up to sign. 
Since this gives IE 2.2, one has s,(e,J&V] ~0 (2) for any 0’. 
Proof of Proposition 17. Let v : CJ* + U,(CP(co)) be the homomorphism assigning 
to any complex manifold M the cobordism class of the complex line bundle (-+A4 
where cl([) = c,(M), (see [4, $51). In terms of the base x0 = 1, xzi of U,(CP(co)) as U, 
module, v(M) = [MIX, + [&Vl]x, + . . . . Since v is a ring homomorphism, v(CP(1) x M) = 
v(CP(l))*v(M) = {[CP(l)]x, + 2x,}v(M) = [CP(l) x M]x, + [CP(l) x &‘V]x, + . . . modulo 
2. Thus a(CP(1) x M) = CP(l) x aM + 2V, and applying p2, noting that p,(CP(l)) = 1, 
gives p,(d(CP(l) x M)) = p2(aM). 
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